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Housekeeping
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Outdoor Council of Australia

Our Vision

An empowered community actively engaged in the
outdoors

National peak body advocating for and representing organisations
and individuals engaged in outdoor adventure activities.

Our Mission

To promote participation in the
outdoors

www.outdoorcouncil.asn.au
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Why we take people adventuring
outdoors?

INTRODUCTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

◼ Purpose of this session
◼ Brief overview of the project
◼ Inside the Australian AAS
◼ Inside the CORE Good Practice Guide
◼ Inside the Activity Good Practice Guides
◼ Questions in the Q & A area
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self-confidence/self-efficacy,
tension release,
sense of accomplishment,
increasing knowledge
physical fitness/wellbeing,
connection to others and nature,
building trust and cooperation,
goal setting,
problem solving/thinking skills,
'character building’,
developing positive values and
of course, having fun and enjoyment.
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Components of the Framework

WHAT

Standard
Core Good Practice
Guide
Activity Good Practice
Guides
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The Standard

Page 5 AAA Standard
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2 Management of risk
2.1 Risk Management
Risk is defined as the ‘effect of uncertainty on objectives’ and can result in positive and negative outcomes. The
management of risk involves systematically:
● identifying the range of factors and influences that might impact on achieving objectives, and
● putting in place coordinated activities to direct and/or control these factors (adapted from AS/NZS ISO

31000: 2018 Risk Management Guidelines).
The management of risk and the development of safety systems must focus on all stages of the design,
planning, preparation and delivery of adventure activities.
Risk management systems must be flexible, adaptive and responsive.

While the AAAS identify a range of potential risks, these may not be fully comprehensive. The management of
risk may include addressing aspects not identified in the Standard. These could include, but not be limited to
such things as additional site-specific hazards.

Page 8 AAS Standard

Source Page 5 AAA Standard
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Preface Page 4 of Core GPG
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Page 5 of AAA Standard
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Page 6 of AAAS Standard

Source Page 5 AAA Standard
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3.2 Activity plans
Activity plans help bring to life the purpose and objectives of the activity. They also inform decisions
made
before, during and after the activity.
Inclusions in the activity plan will vary but should include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Page 6 of AAAS Standard

purpose: What is the purpose of the activity?
participants: Who are the participants and why is this activity relevant?
location/s: Are the location and conditions suitable for the activity?
risk: What are the risks involved and how will these be managed?
emergency Management: How to respond in case of an emergency?
logistics: What needs to be organised (e.g. permission, transport, equipment)?
leaders: Who will lead the activity and what competencies and currency do they need?
contingency: How to respond if things change?
Source Page 6 AAAS Standard
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Page 7 of AAAS Standard
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Page 9 of AAAS Standard
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STANDARD REVIEW - Group questions
1. What documents does your organisation have that address some of the Standard?

2. Pick a section - have a look at your own documents

3. Pick a section - have a look at someone else’s operational procedures on the same

Page 9 of AAAS Standard
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4. What's covered, what's not. Good examples that you may have seen?
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The CORE Good Practice Guide

Questions
Boranup Forest
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Environmental Triggers

Contents and full index at the back of Core GPG
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Page 23 Core GPG

Contents and full index at the back of Core GPG
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Page 26 Core GPG
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Page 30 Core GPG
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Page 30 Core GPG
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CORE GPG REVIEW - Group questions
1. What documents does your organisation have that address some of the CORE GPG?

Questions
2. Pick a section - have a look at your own documents

3. Pick a section - have a look at someone else’s operational procedures on the same

4. Good examples that you may have seen?
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Activity Specific Good Practice Guides

Activity Good Practice Guides

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Good Practice Guide

Activity

CORE

Common to all adventure activities

Abseil And Climbing

Abseil, Climbing, (natural & artificial surfaces)

Angling

Fishing

Bushwalking

Bushwalking

Camping

Camping

Canyoning

Canyoning

Caving

Caving

Challenge Ropes

Challenge Course (high, low, adventure games)

Cycling

Cycle Touring, Mountain Biking

Enclosed & Coastal Water Paddle Craft

Canoeing, Sit in & On Kayaking, Stand Up Paddleboarding

Horse Trail Riding

Horse Trail Riding

Inland Water Paddle Craft

Canoeing, Kayaking, Rafting, Sledding, SUP

Snorkelling

Snorkelling

Page 10 Abseiling & Climbing GPG
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Page 8, 9 Bushwalking GPG
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Abseil and Climbing
Angling
Bushwalking
Camping
Canyoning
Caving
Challenge Courses
Cycling and Mountain Biking
Enclosed and Coastal Waters Paddlecraft
Horse Trail Riding
Inland Water Paddlecraft
Snorkelling

Page10 Bushwalking GPG
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Competency - skills and experience of outdoor leaders

Finding the information on the web - training.gov.au

https://training.gov.au/Home/Tga

Page19 Bushwalking GPG
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Competencies on training.gov.au

Competency - skills and experience of outdoor leaders

ADD IN THE RANGE OF GPG’s so the list of all of these - same as intro slides…
This would be a good time to introduce a poll - what activity is the most popular - and then use it to introduce the
standards.

https://training.gov.au/Home/Tga

Page19 Bushwalking GPG
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Page 11 Bushwalking GPG
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Page 11 Bushwalking GPG
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Implementation

ACTIVITY GPG REVIEW - Group questions
1. What documents does your organisation have that addresses some of the detail in the Activity GPG?

2. What do your outdoor leaders carry with them?
◼ Pick a section – have a look in your own documents

Implementation

◼ Pick a section – ask to see someone else’s SOPs on same
3. What process could you create to review your leadership requirements; ratios etc.
◼ ood examples that you have just seen
◼ Ot
4. Good examples that you may have seen?
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Where to find the standard?

Resources within to assist
◼ There are resources embedded within the CORE and Activity Good Practice Guides:
◼ An overview of risk management practices
◼ Risk Management Plan Template

◼ Dynamic Risk Assessment process
◼ Environmental Sustainability procedures
◼ First aid kit and medical considerations
◼ Recognition of competence pathways.

◼ River and walk grading systems

https://australianaas.org.au/

◼ Recommended equipment lists
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Any Questions
Via the Q&A

Wrap up – Thank You
• Please take a few minutes to complete a simple survey about this
webinar. Go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/AustAASWeb
• Contact Outdoors WA for WA inquiries
Contact local State peak bodies for other states
ACT queries to Outdoors NSW
Tasmanian queries to Outdoors Vic
Qld and NT queries to QORF

• The recording to be provided – post webinar and on website
Page 5 AAA Standard
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More details

https://australianaas.org.au/

www.outdoorswa.org.au
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